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A classroom’s indoor environmental quality is known to influence student performance, 
productivity, and health. Most often CO2 concentrations, released by occupants, are used 
as a proxy for ventilation rates; if the ventilation is inappropriate the CO2 level can indicate 
if a classroom is under-ventilated or over-ventilated. While overventilation leads to energy 
losses, underventilation can lead to accumulation of pollutants associated with occupants 
such as: odors, personal care products, or viruses that may lead to adverse health effects 
for building occupants. We demonstrate results from a study of K-12 classrooms in Central 
Texas and preliminary results from a field study in university classrooms. 
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Microbes and oil occur together in produced waters (PW) and are critical to 
remove. Their removal prior to discharge, reinjection, or reuse is necessitated by 
downstream challenges and regulations. In particular, microbial removal is 
required prior to additional treatment, distribution, or reuse to avoid biofouling, 
biocorrosion, or well clogging/souring. We demonstrate simultaneous removal 
of oil (>99.95%) and E. coli (6-log10) in a Ceiba pentandra (kapok) fiber filter with 
adsorbed Moringa oleifera (MO) proteins for sustainable PW treatment under 
moderate salinity conditions (90.1 mM ionic strength). This is compared to 
industry 

 

 

 industry standard walnut shell media filters that remove lower amounts of oil (99.3%) and a negligible amount of E. coli (0.29-log10). This work 
provides a unique framework for evaluation of sustainable PW treatment using plant-based fiber filters. 

Background 
Sangeetha Kumar is a Ph.D. candidate, advised by Dr. Atila Novoselac, in the Department of Civil, Architectural, and 
Environmental Engineering with a focus on Building Energy and Environments. She received a Master’s degree in 
Civil Engineering from The University of Texas at Austin in 2019 and a dual Bachelor’s degree in Environmental 
Science and Mathematics from The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in 2015. She is broadly interested in 
the interaction between energy and indoor air quality, with a focus on improved standards and control. Her current 
research primarily focuses on how ventilation and air movement in residential and classroom environments can 
reduce exposure to contaminants of concern. 
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Background 
Sophie De Respino is a Ph.D. student in Dr. Manish Kumar’s research lab here at UT. She received her Bachelor’s degree from the University 
of Alabama in Environmental Engineering in 2019 and then came to UT where she earned her Master’s degree in Civil Engineering in 2021, 
also advised by Dr. Manish Kumar. The work she will present was a major component of her Master’s degree Thesis. Her research interests 
include sustainable water filtration using plant-based materials and understanding water treatment at the molecular scale. 


